Tumor metastasis depends on the dynamic regulation of cell adhesion through β1-integrin. The Cub-Domain Containing Protein-1, CDCP1, is a transmembrane glycoprotein which regulates cell adhesion. Overexpression and loss of CDCP1 have been observed in the same cancer types to promote metastatic progression. Here, we demonstrate reduced CDCP1 expression in high-grade, primary prostate cancers, circulating tumor cells and tumor metastases of patients with castrateresistant prostate cancer. CDCP1 is expressed in epithelial and not mesenchymal cells, and its cell surface and mRNA expression declines upon stimulation with TGFβ1 and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. Silencing of CDCP1 in DU145 and PC3 cells resulted in 3.4-fold higher proliferation of non-adherent cells and 4.4-fold greater anchorage independent growth. CDCP1-silenced tumors grew in 100% of mice, compared to 30% growth of CDCP1-expressing tumors. After CDCP1 silencing, cell adhesion and migration diminished 2.1-fold, caused by loss of inside-out activation of β1-integrin. We determined that the loss of CDCP1 reduces CDK5 kinase activity due to the phosphorylation of its regulatory subunit, CDK5R1/p35, by c-SRC on Y234. This generates a binding site for the C2 domain of PKCδ, which in turn phosphorylates CDK5 on T77. The resulting dissociation of the CDK5R1/CDK5 complex abolishes the activity of CDK5. Mutations of CDK5-T77 and CDK5R1-Y234 phosphorylation sites re-establish the CDK5/CDKR1 complex and the inside-out activity of β1-integrin. Altogether, we discovered a new mechanism of regulation of CDK5 through loss of CDCP1, which dynamically regulates β1-integrin in non-adherent cells and which may promote vascular dissemination in patients with advanced prostate cancer.
Introduction
CDCP1 is a transmembrane cell surface receptor that is expressed in epithelial cells and regulates cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion through complex formation with ITGB1/β1-integrin, tetraspanins, SRC, and PKCδ [1] . The major model system employed for studies of CDCP1 in prostate cancer is the androgen receptor negative prostate cancer line, PC3. CDCP1 was first identified as a tumor antigen on the surface of PC3 cells [2] and targeting it inhibited tumor metastasis in mice [3] . Function blocking antibodies inhibited CDCP1-triggered survival of PC3 cells during or soon after extravasation into the vasculature [4] and decreased metastatic colonization in the lungs [5] . Cleavage, phosphorylation, and glycosylation states of CDCP1 determine the extent of pro-metastatic activity and can in part be regulated by the androgen receptor [6] . An antibody preventing the cleavage of CDCP1 inhibited metastatic growth of PC3 cells [7, 8] . In addition to its intrinsic expression in PC3 cells, CDCP1 is also released from cells via extracellular vesicles where it is further processed [8] [9] [10] .
When comparing data from multiple tumor types, both high CDCP1 expression and loss of CDCP1 expression have been described. In prostate cancer, staining intensities and subcellular localization differed in fresh frozen compared to formalin fixed and paraffin-embedded tissues. While CDCP1 expression was higher in frozen tumor compared to normal, the opposite was observed after tissue fixation. How the loss of function of CDCP1 triggers tumor metastasis is poorly understood. In a study of 100 patient tumors, the heterogeneity of CDCP1 expression levels across patient cancers and sensitivity to formalin fixation discouraged its development as a biomarker of aggressive tumor behavior [8] . While high expression of CDCP1 has been observed in PC3, no cell culture model exists to investigate the loss of CDCP1 in prostate cancer. The sole model available to investigate CDCP1 loss is an in vivo mouse model with CDCP1 knockout in mouse mammary tumor virus-driven tumors [11] , which generates significantly larger mammary tumors. CDCP1 knockdown also enhances cell growth in response to EGF or heregulin stimulation and increases AKT and MAPK phosphorylation in cells that have lost adhesion [12] .
CDCP1 phosphorylation leads to the sequestration of c-SRC and PKCδ, phosphorylation of PKCδ by c-SRC [13] and prevention of pro-apoptotic nuclear translocation of PKCδ [14] . The phosphorylation of CDCP1 is also regulated during the cell cycle. When cells detach during mitosis or after trypsinization in cell culture, CDCP1 is heavily phosphorylated by c-SRC [15] . While CDCP1 extracellular ligands have not been elucidated, the cleavage of CDCP1 in adherent cells by serine proteases [16] is associated with dimerization and movement into a detergent-resistant membrane domain [17] . In adherent prostate and breast cancer cells, CDCP1 is required for the activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin and regulates clustering of ITGB1/β1-integrin outside of focal adhesions [6, 11, 18] and signaling to AKT [18] . Although CDCP1 and ITGB1/β1-integrin coimmunoprecipitate, the binding site between CDCP1 and ITGB1/β1-integrin has not been identified. ITGB1/β1-integrin is maintained in an "active" state, marked by extended extracellular domains with a ligand-binding site exposed that confers increased binding affinity for extra cellular matrix proteins. ITGB1/β1-integrin is usually activated from the outside-in through a conformational change that triggers its binding to Talin in the cytoplasm [19] . Talin bound to Integrin recruits kindlins, actin, vinculin, and focal adhesion kinase (FAK) to form a mature adhesion complex [20] . When cells detach, ITGB1/β1-integrin can be activated from the inside-out to prime cells for re-adhesion [21] . A few processes can lead to inside-out integrin activation [21] [22] [23] [24] such as G protein subunit Gα13 and c-SRC binding directly to the cytoplasmic domain of ITGB1/β1-integrin or CDK5 kinase phosphorylating Talin which then binds and activates ITGB1/β1-integrin [25] .
Examinations of patient tissue samples reveals that protein expression of cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) and its regulatory subunit, CDK5R1/p35, are highly expressed in prostate cancer [26] and increase in expression when comparing metastatic to benign patient tissue samples [27] . CDK5R1/p35 localizes CDK5 to the membrane and cleavage of CDK5R1/p35 by calpain results in cytoplasmic and nuclear expression of p25/CDK5 [28] . CDK5 has been shown to regulate cell adhesion in epithelial cells [29] and keratinocytes [30] and treatment with a CDK5 inhibitor significantly reduced active ITGB1/β1-integrin expression [25] . Amplified CDK5 expression increases cell-matrix adhesion and migration [30] via clustering with Talin and ITGB1/β1-integrin during cell spreading [31] . Knockdown of CDK5 [25] prevents Talin phosphorylation on serine 425 and binding of TALIN to ITGB1/β1-integrin [32] , demonstrating that CDK5 kinase activity is essential for inside-out activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin.
In this study, we demonstrated that the expression of CDCP1 is significantly decreased in a subgroup of aggressive prostate cancers. Using a model system of nonadherent cells, we identified a novel pathway that is initiated when CDCP1 expression is lost and that alters cell adhesion through reversible regulation of the inside-out activity of β1-integrin.
Results

Loss of CDCP1 expression in patients
To determine CDCP1 expression status during prostate cancer disease progression, we analyzed data from a large prostate cancer cohort (n = 2115) [33] , a tissue microarray (TMA) of lethal prostate cancer metastases [34] , and a compendium of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer [35] . CDCP1 mRNA expression levels were compared between benign prostate (n = 794) and cases of Gleason Sum < 7 (n = 328), Gleason Sum = 7 (n = 530) and Gleason Sum > 7 (n = 203) prostate cancers (Fig. 1a) . A significant decrease in average CDCP1 mRNA expression was observed between samples from prostate cancers with Gleason Sum > 7 compared to Gleason Sum = 7.
Since cancers with Gleason Sum > 7 metastasize more frequently, we performed an immunohistochemical analysis of CDCP1 expression in a TMA displaying multiple metastatic sites (n = 178) from 44 patients who succumbed to prostate cancer. CDCP1 protein expression was scored in the cytoplasm and membrane ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ). In order to compare protein and mRNA expression of CDCP1, we determined the correlation in LuCaP xenografts [36] . The correlation of CDCP1 protein and mRNA expression was high (r = 0.74) (Supplementary Fig. 1B ). Since CDCP1 is actively internalized and removed from the cell surface [8] , expression of CDCP1 in the TMA was evaluated in the cytoplasm and on the cell surface in normal prostate epithelium, primary, and metastatic tumors (Fig. 1b) . CDCP1 expression was only observed in epithelial cells and not in other cell types. Compared to normal epithelium, CDCP1 membrane expression significantly declined (p < 0.05) in primary prostate cancer. In contrast, cytoplasmic expression did not change significantly. However, in metastatic compared to primary tumors, CDCP1 expression was lower in all subcellular compartments (Fig. 1b) . While in these cases of lethal prostate cancer metastasis the average CDCP1 protein expression was markedly reduced, some patient cancers demonstrated high CDCP1 expression. These results demonstrate that the greatest loss of CDCP1 occurs in the transition from primary to metastatic tumors; however, loss of CDCP1 expression is heterogeneous among tumors.
CTCs are representative of cancer cells that metastasize to distant sites. To determine whether tumor cells with reduced CDCP1 expression are detectable in the circulation, [33] . The x-axis denotes samples of benign, Gleason Sum < 7, Gleason Sum = 7, Gleason Sum > 7 prostate cancer. Numbers in parenthesis indicate samples in each group. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests p-values are shown above the boxplots. b CDCP1 protein expression levels in benign (B), primary tumor (PT), and metastases (M) from patients measure after staining of a TMA described in [36] by immunohistochemistry. The staining intensity of CDCP1 was separately scored in the membrane and cytoplasm using a categorical scoring scheme. Numbers in parenthesis indicate samples in each group, with each sample represented in duplicate or triplicate on the TMA. c Expression of CDCP1 mRNA in circulating tumor cells. mRNA expression levels of 10 genes were determined in CTCs from each of 9 patients with castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). A heatmap of qPCR cycle numbers of the Androgen Receptor (AR), AR variant 1 (V1), AR variant 7 (V7), keratin 8 (KRT8), Transmembrane Protease, Serine 2 (TMPRSS2), Kallikrein-3 (KLK3), 60S acidic ribosomal protein P0 (RPLP0). Patients 1-3 had detectable CDCP1 gene expression. d GSEA enrichment plot of EMT signature genes associated with loss of CDCP1 expression in CRPC from the PCTA (n = 260). The heat map displays the expression of leading edge genes from GSEA analysis in samples with high vs. low CDCP1 expression. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01
we analyzed CDCP1 mRNA expression in CTCs from patients with advanced, castration-resistant prostate cancer isolated through the VERSA microfluidic system [35] (Fig.  1c) . mRNA was isolated from pooled CTCs, which were captured from nine patients using an antibody to EpCAM. One patient demonstrated CDCP1 expression at the limit of detection and in two patients CDCP1 mRNA levels were above the limit of detection. CDCP1-positive samples were also positive for PSA and for the epithelial-specific EpCam, while CDCP1-negative cells lacked these markers. The observation that CTCs isolated with EpCam antibodies may not express a sufficient amount of EpCam RNA for detection by qPCR has been previously observed [37] . The prostate cancer origin of all CTCs was confirmed through 6 DU145+/-CDCP1 were injected subcutaneously in 9-week-old male beige SCID mice. Tumors were harvested after 9 weeks and the volumes shown in the bar graph. d
Adhesion assay of DU145 shControl (gray bars) and CDCP1 knockdown shCDCP1 (orange bars). Cells were adhered for 2 or 4 h to surfaces coated with Matrigel (Mtgl), Fibronectin (Fbn), or Collagen I (Col1). Adherent cell numbers per 20× field, averaged from eight measurements, are plotted on the y-axis. e Serum (10%)-induced migration assay of DU145 and PC3 through a 0.8 μM Transwell membrane. Migrated cells were stained using crystal violet and quantified with ImageJ. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01
Since in our studies CDCP1 mRNA expression was associated with epithelial differentiation in CTCs, we investigated a possible connection between the loss of CDCP1, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and TGFβ1. We analyzed 260 cases of metastatic prostate cancer [33] (Fig. 1d) . Genes differentially expressed in CDCP1 high vs. low-expressing tumors were ranked according to the results of the t-test. We then calculated the normalized gene set enrichment score (GSEA) of the hallmark EMT gene signature [39, 40] within differentially expressed genes. The normalized enrichment score was −1.73 (NES = −1.73, FDR = 0.004), attributable to the high expression of mesenchymal genes in the CDCP1 low group (Supplementary Fig. 2) . A heatmap of expression levels of individual genes at the leading edge of the enrichment demonstrates high expression of mesenchymal genes in most of the cases within the CDCP1 low group compared /to the CDCP1 high group (Fig. 1d) .
Loss of CDCP1 is stimulated by TGFβ1 treatment
In contrast to our data in human tissues, higher levels of CDCP1 expression have been reported in mesenchymal ARCaPM prostate cancer cells vs. epithelial ARCaPE cells [8] , warranting a more detailed investigation of the association between CDCP1 and EMT. Therefore, we investigated whether the loss of CDCP1 can be caused directly by TGFβ1, a strong inducer of EMT. To this point, we analyzed the enrichment of a hallmark TGFβ1 signaling signature in metastatic prostate cancers from patients. The TGFβ1 signaling signature was enriched in cases with low, but not with high CDCP1 expression (NES = −1.2, FDR = 0.178) (Fig. 2a) . Based on this result, we determined whether TGFβ1 treatment of DU145 and PC3 prostate cancer cells reduces CDCP1 expression. We quantified the surface expression of full-length CDCP1 by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis in E-cadherin-positive (E+) cells (Fig. 2b-d) . 29 .4% of PC3-E+ cells and 18.1% of DU145-E+ cells expressed the full-length form of CDCP1 on the cell surface (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 3A ). After treatment of PC3 and DU145 cell lines with TGFβ1 for 4 days, full-length CDCP1 was no longer expressed on the cell surface (Fig. 2c) . The kinetics of regulation of CDCP1 expression by TGFβ1 were investigated in a 7-day time course. TGFβ1 treatment for 4 days greatly diminished the cell surface expression of E-cadherin and CDCP1 and removal of TGFβ1 led to rapid re-expression of CDCP1 to pretreatment levels ( Fig. 2c-d, Supplementary Fig. 3B-D) . The amount of CDCP1 surface expression measured by FACS analysis (Fig. 2c ) and membrane expression measured by Western blotting of the membrane fraction (Supplementary Fig. 3D ) corresponds to total CDCP1 mRNA expression (Fig. 2d) . This data demonstrates that in DU145 cells, exposure to TGFβ1 leads to loss of both E-cadherin and CDCP1. The loss of both surface membrane proteins is reversible after removal of TGFβ1.
Changes in growth and adhesion of tumor cells after loss of CDCP1 Next, we questioned the functional consequences of reduced CDCP1 expression in E-cadherin-negative (E−) DU145 and PC3 cells. CDCP1 was silenced using previously published short hairpins [11] . Lentiviral transfection of the short hairpins resulted in robust loss of CDCP1 protein expression in both DU145 and PC3 cells (Supplementary Fig. 4A ). Since we observed the loss of CDCP1 in CTCs and since CDCP1 silencing is published to change the phosphorylation of FAK in suspension [41] , we investigated growth in suspension of E − DU145 and E − PC3 cells after silencing of CDCP1. CDCP1 knockdown cells were released from tissue culture plates with 5 mM EDTA and cultured in suspension on HEMA-coated plates. After 24 h in suspension ( Supplementary Fig. 4B ), the growth of DU145/shCDCP1 and PC3/shCDCP1 was increased 3.4-fold compared to control cells ( Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig.  4C ). Growth of DU145/shCDCP1 in suspension was comparable to growth under adherent conditions (Supplementary Fig. 4C ). We also employed a colony formation assay in soft agar to evaluate changes in anchorage independent growth after loss of CDCP1. In this assay, 4.4-fold more colonies were observed in CDCP1-silenced cells compared to controls (Fig. 3b) . In addition to the increase in colony numbers, colony size was also increased. Next, we evaluated the consequences of CDCP1 loss in subcutaneous cell line xenografts in mice (n = 10 per group). As expected, after 9 weeks the growth of E − DU145/shControl cells in mice was poor [36] . Only three xenografts were recovered from 10 injections. In contrast 10 tumors grew after injection of CDCP1-silenced tumor cells. Average tumor volume was 800 mm 3 in mice that received subcutaneous DU145/ shCDCP1 compared to an average tumor volume of 50 mm 3 in mice that received control cells (Fig. 3c , Supplementary  Fig. 5A , B).
Under regular in vitro culture conditions, there was no difference in morphology between control and DU145/ shCDCP1 cells ( Supplementary Fig. 4B ). However, upon adhesion of DU145/shCDCP1 cells that were kept in suspension for 2 h, we observed an 82% reduction in adhesion relative to control cells. Lower rates of adhesion were observed to plates coated with Matrigel, collagen-I, and fibronectin (Fig. 3c ). In addition, the decreased cell adhesion resulted in reduced cell migration in a Transwell migration assay (Fig. 3d) . Collectively these data demonstrate that CDCP1 loss decreases cell adhesion and migration, but increases the growth of tumor cells under conditions of weak or no adhesion.
Inside-out activity of ITGB1/β1-integrin is reduced in CDCP1-silenced cells
As a next step, we investigated the mechanism leading to the decrease in cell adhesion. Based on published data, CDCP1 immunoprecipitates with ITGB1/β1-integrin [18] . We employed the well-characterized HUTS-4 antibody, which specifically reacts with the active form of ITGB1/β1-integrin to investigate the effect of CDCP1 loss on insideout activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin in non-adherent cells. The amount of HUTS-4 antibody binding was determined in CDCP1-silenced, adherent cells or shCDCP1 cells suspended for 3 h on HEMA-coated plated before analysis by immunocytochemistry/immunofluorescence (ICC/IF), FACS, or western blotting ( Fig. 4a-e) . In contrast to adherent cells, HUTS-4 binding to suspended cells was below the limit of detection after silencing of CDCP1 while total ITGB1/β1-integrin levels were unchanged. In homogenized xenografts of CDCP1-silenced DU145 cells, the activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin was also significantly reduced ( Fig. 4e) . FACS analysis and western blotting further confirmed the inactivation of ITGB1/β1-integrin in all suspended DU145/shCDCP1 compared to control, CDCP1-positive cells (Fig. 4a, b) . The active state of ITGB1/β1-integrin was lost after 10 min in suspension ( Active ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1*) and total ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1) were measured after suspending DU145 CDCP1 knockdown cells for the times indicated. d Activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin in adherent and suspended (3 h) DU145 and PC3 cells. Cells were analyzed after CDCP1 (sh1) or scrambled control (Cnt) knockdown. e Active ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1*) and total ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1) in protein lysates from three control and CDCP1-silenced xenografts [1] [2] [3] . Quantification normalized to total ITGB1/β1-integrin on y-axis. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 in phosphorylation of SRC on Y416 (Fig. 4d) . Collectively, these data demonstrate that CDCP1 expression regulates the inside-out activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin in nonadherent cells. In contrast, steady state activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin in adherent cells, which is caused by outside-in activation [42] , is not sensitive to loss of CDCP1 in DU145 and PC3 cells.
Loss of CDCP1 leads to phosphorylation of CDK5R1/ p35 and inhibition of CDK5 kinase
One of the mechanisms that is known to regulate inside-out activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin is the binding of TALIN to the cytoplasmic tail of ITGB1/β1-integrin [42] . In this context, TALIN is phosphorylated on S425 by CDK5 [25] . Therefore, we questioned whether CDCP1 silencing reduces the activity of CDK5. This can occur by preventing binding of the CDK5 catalytic subunit to the regulatory subunit, CDK5R1/p35 [25, 43] . First, we determined CDK5 activity in a CDK5 kinase assay [44] . The phosphorylation of exogenous CDK5 substrate was significantly lower in DU145/shCDCP1 compared to control cells (Supplementary Fig. 6A ). Next, we measured the formation of CDK5-CDK5R1 complexes through coimmunoprecipitation (Fig. 5a, b) . Upon CDCP1 silencing, CDK5R1/p35 dissociated from CDK5 as demonstrated by reciprocal co-immunoprecipitation experiments (Fig. 5a ). In addition, the CDK5R1-CDK5-pTALIN-ITGB1 complex was disrupted in CDCP1-silenced cells (Fig. 5b) . c CDK5R1 immunoprecipitation of suspended DU145/ shCDCP1. CDK5R1 complexes from DU145/shControl (Cnt) or shCDCP1(sh1) were probed with the 4G10 antibody. Western blot membranes were re-probed with antibodies reactive to PKCδ, SRC, and CDK5R1. d Regulation of ITGB1/β1-integrin inside-out activity by c-SRC. DU145/shCDCP1 cells were treated with 10 μM Saracatinib or buffer and suspended for 3 h. Western blot probed with antibodies reactive to pTalin-S425, total Talin (Talin), HUTS-4 (ITGB1*), or total ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1). e-f Re-adhesion of suspended DU145/shCDCP1 to fibronectin (e). Image of plate after adhesion of DU145/shCDCP1 cells with and without treatment with Vanadate treatment and quantification of adherent cell numbers (f). Western blot tyrosine phosphorylated proteins visualized with the 4G10 antibody. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 while CDK5R1 is absent from the complex ( Supplementary  Fig. 6B ).
Next, we hypothesized that the activation of c-SRC leads to dissociation of the CDK5R1-CDK5 complex. Since the loss of CDCP1 results in the removal of the major cell surface anchor of c-SRC, c-SRC sequestration to the plasma membrane is reduced and c-SRC is directed to different substrates [45] . Therefore, we questioned whether c-SRC Lysates were precipitated with the anti-MYCtag antibody and probed for GFP (g). Immunoprecipitation of cell expressing wild-type and mutant CDK5R1 as described in f. Membranes were probed with antibodies reactive with CDK5, MYC, PKCδ, HUTS-4 (ITGB1*) or total integrin (ITGB1). *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 might phosphorylate either CDK5 or CDK5R1/p35 to cause the dissociation of the CDK5-CDK5R1 complex. In order to determine whether CDK5 or CDK5R1/p35 are phosphorylated by c-SRC, we precipitated both proteins in DU145/shCDCP1 cells. While we did not observe CDK5 phosphorylation, c-SRC protein was detected in CDK5R1/ p35 immunoprecipitates ( Supplementary Fig. 6C ). To determine phosphorylation by c-SRC within the complex, we probed the CDK5R1/p35 immunoprecipitates with the global anti-phosphotyrosine antibody, 4G10 (Fig. 5c) . Interestingly, three 4G10-reactive bands appeared in the western blot. Reprobing assigned these bands to CDK5R1/ p35, SRC, and PKCδ. These data demonstrate that PKCδ like c-SRC is redirected to new complexes in CDCP1-silenced cells, since it is also no longer sequestered by CDCP1 [46] . Further, the loss of CDCP1 can lead to increased c-SRC activation and redirection of c-SRC to a novel substrate, CDK5R1/p35. Based on this data, we postulated that inhibiting c-SRC with Saracatinib should reverse the inactivation of CDK5 and lead to phosphorylation of TALIN on S425. Therefore, we employed TALIN phosphorylation as a direct readout of CDK5 kinase activity [25] . As we predicted, Saracatinib treatment of CDCP1-silenced cells re-established TALIN-S425 phosphorylation and inside-out activity of ITGB1/β1-integrin measured by HUTS-4 (Fig. 5d) .
In CDCP1-silenced, adherent cells, TALIN was phosphorylated and ITGB1/β1-integrin was in an active state (Fig. 4d) . Therefore, we postulated that the outside-in activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin occurring upon cell adhesion leads to the steady-state activation of CDK5 activity. This would require de-phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 in CDCP1-silenced cells to re-establish the CDK5-CDK5R1 complex. Therefore, we tested the effects of Na-Vanadate on CDK5R1/p35 phosphorylation. Treatment of suspended cells with Vanadate delayed cell adhesion to cell culture plates. After 15 min, there was a 3.5-fold reduction in the number of adherent cells in Na-Vanadate-treated compared to control cultures (Fig. 5e ). In addition, the integrity of the CDK5R1/p35 complex and phosphorylation of proteins was maintained in the Na-Vanadate-treated cells (Fig. 5f ).
Role of PKCδ in the regulation of CDK5 activity
Since we detected PKCδ in CDK5R1/p35 immunoprecipitates, we questioned whether PKCδ is involved in the regulation of inside-out ITGB1/β1-integrin activity. To address this point, PKCδ was silenced in DU145/shCDCP1 or control cells (Fig. 6a) . As expected, DU145/shCDCP1 cells did not express active ITGB1/β1-integrin. Silencing of PKCδ, but not expression of a scrambled control oligonucleotide, accompanied ITGB1/β1-integrin activation. The level of ITGB1/β1-integrin activity in DU145/shCDCP1/ siPKCδ equaled that of DU145 cells expressing CDCP1. Silencing PKCδ in parent, CDCP1-expressing cells did not change the activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin. In addition, and as expected, TALIN phosphorylation on S425 paralleled ITGB1/β1-integrin activity after PKCδ knockdown, suggesting regulation of CDK5 through silencing of PKCδ (Fig. 6a) .
Since the C2 domain of PKCδ binds to a SRC phosphorylation motif in CDCP1 [47] , we determined whether the PKCδ-C2 domain is responsible for binding to CDK5R1/p35. Therefore, we expressed GFP fused to the C2 domain of PKCδ in DU145/shCDCP1 cells (Fig. 6b) . Expression of the C2 domain prevented binding of endogenous PKCδ and re-established the complex between CDK5 and CDK5R1/p35. Consequently, inside-out activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin was detectable in a western blot. In contrast, in cells expressing the empty vector, the endogenous PKCδ bound to CDK5R1/p35 and in these cells, CDK5R1-CDK5 complex formation and ITGB1/β1-integrin activation were inhibited (Fig. 6b) .
A kinase assay was used to confirm increased CDK5 kinase activity by expression of the PKCδ-C2 domain (Fig.  6c) . We compared CDK5 kinase activity in DU145/ shCDCP1cells expressing GFP-PKCδ-C2 with DU145/ shCDCP1 and DU145/shControl cells expressing the empty vector with GFP. In cells expressing the PKCδ-C2 domain, the activity of CDK5 was increased by 2.7-fold compared to DU145/shCDCP1 cells. These data show that endogenous PKCδ binds CDK5R1/p35 via the C2 domain and that the binding decreases CDK5 kinase activity.
Phosphorylation of CDK5-T77 by PKCδ inhibits CDK5 kinase activity
In order to determine if PKCδ kinase activity is necessary for dissociation of the CDK5-CDK5R1 complex, we expressed a GFP-fusion protein of inactive PKCδ. The K376R mutation in the kinase domain of PKCδ abolishes its catalytic activity [48] (Fig. 6d) . Forced expression of this kinase inactive mutant (GFP-PKCδ-KD) resulted in coprecipitation with CDK5R1/p35. Interestingly, while GFP-PKCδ-KD was detected by anti-GFP antibodies, it did not react with antibodies against the PKCδ-C2 domain. Results demonstrated that binding of PKCδ-KD to CDK5R1/p35 prevented binding of endogenous PKCδ and led to complex formation between CDK5 and CDK5R1/ p35. As expected, ITGB1/β1-integrin was active in DU145/ shCDCP1-expressing PKCδ-KD. To further confirm that PKCδ kinase activity causes dissociation of CDK5R1/p35 and CDK5, we treated cells with 10 nM Go6983, an inhibitor that blocks multiple PKC kinases. Treatment with Go6983 during culture of DU145/shCDCP1 on HEMAcoated plates re-established the CDK5-CDK5R1 complex (Fig. 6e) . Collectively, these results demonstrate that PKCδ binds CDK5R1/p35 via its C2 domain and that dissociation of CDK5R1/p35 from CDK5 requires the PKCδ kinase domain.
To further characterize the interactions of PKCδ with p-CDK5R1/p35, we generated mutations in candidate c-SRC substrate phosphorylation sequences within CDK5R1/p35. Two of the mutants, CDK5R1-Y231F and CDK5R1-Y234F, were expressed with a MYC tag. MYCtag-CDK5-T77A or MYCtag-wt-CDK5 were expressed in suspended DU145/shCDCP1. Western blots of MYCtagimmunoprecipitations (IP) and controls were probed with antibodies reactive with HUTS-4 (ITGB1*), total ITGB1/β1-integrin (ITGB1), CDK5R1, or MYCtag. b CDCP1-silenced DU145 cells transfected with wt-CDK5 (WT) and CDK5T77A (A77) or CDCP1-expressing DU145 cells transfected with wt-CDK5 (WT) or CDK5T77D (D77) were probed for ITGB1* (green), total integrin (red), or DAPI (blue).
The staining was quantified using ImageJ. Staining intensities per cell are indicated on the y-axis. The number of cells analyzed is shown in parentheses. c CDK5-T77A complexes with CDK5R1. Western blot of CDK5R1 immunoprecipitation in DU145 cells described in a. Western blots were probed with antibodies reactive with pSRCY416, PKCδ, MYC, and CDK5. d CDK5-T77D complex formation. MYCtag-CDK5-T77D or MYCtag-wt-CDK5 were expressed in suspended DU145/shControl cells. Western blot as described in a. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 suspension on HEMA-coated plates, a MYC pulldown revealed that CDK5 was able to complex with CDK5R1-Y234F, but not CDK5R1-Y231F (Fig. 6f) . This result demonstrates that after its phosphorylation by c-SRC, Tyr234 serves as the binding site for PKCδ. To determine whether the C2 domain of PKCδ is critical for PKCδ binding to CDK5R1-Y234, we co-transfected DU145/ shCDCP1 cells with MYC-CDK5R1 mutants and GFP-PKCδ-C2 (Fig. 6f) . As predicted, GFP-PKCδ-C2 bound MYC-CDK5R1-wt and MYC-CDK5R1-Y231F mutant, but not MYC-CDK5R1-Y234F. Consistent with these results, ITGB1/β1-integrin activation occurred only in cells expressing MYC-CDK5R1-Y234F, but not in wild-type or MYC-CDK5R1-Y231F-expressing cells. Altogether, these date demonstrate that PKCδ binds CDK5R1-pY234 via the C2 domain.
Next, we characterized PKCδ phosphorylation of the CDK5-CDK5R1 complex by identifying potential target sequences that might be phosphorylated by PKCδ in CDK5 or CDK5R1/p35 (Fig. 7) . We predicted that mutating these PKCδ phosphorylation sites would prevent the dissociation of CDK5 from CDKR1 and lead to inside out activation of ITGB1/β1-integrin. Indeed, CDK5-T77A fit this prediction. The MYC-CDK5-T77A mutant formed a complex with CDK5R1/p35, but the wt-MYC-CDK5 did not (Fig. 7a) . In addition, MYC-CDK5-T77A co-precipitated with active ITGB1/β1-integrin and resulted in staining with HUTS-4 in 78% of cells (Fig. 7b) . Finally, we wanted to determine whether c-SRC-pY416 or PKCδ are present in the CDK5R1-CDK5-T77A complex. We probed the MYC-CDK5-T77A immunoprecipitated complexes with SRC-pY417 and PKCδ reactive antibodies. There were no bands corresponding to these proteins in the western blots (Fig. 7a) . However, when total CDK5R1/p35, which consists of complexed and uncomplexed protein, was precipitated from CDK5-T77A-expressing cells, Src-pY416 and PKCδ were detected in the immunoprecipitates (Fig.  7c) . In addition, the immunoprecipitate also contained CDK5-T77A. From these data we infer that CDK5R1/p35 exists in two compartments in the CDK5-T77A-expressing cells. One population of CDK5R1/p35 is bound to CDK5-T77A and does not bind c-SRC-pY416 or PKCδ. The other population of CDK5R1/p35 is complexed to c-SRC-pY416 and PKCδ, but does not bind CDK5-T77A.
In contrast to CDK5-T77A, the T77D mutant is predicted to mimic CDK5-T77 phosphorylated by PKCδ and lead to inhibition of ITGB1/β1-integrin activation. To test this hypothesis, we expressed a MYC-CDK5-T77D in DU145 cells expressing CDCP1 and active ITGB1/β1-integrin (Fig.  7d) . Immunoprecipitation of MYC-CDK5-T77D using an antibody to the MYC-tag demonstrated decreased binding of total as well as active ITGB1/β1-integrin compared to MYC-CDK5-wt. However, a similar amount of CDK5R1/ p35 precipitated with MYC-CDK5-wt and MYC-CDK5-T77D, suggesting that the T77D mutation does not alter binding to CDK5R1/p35 and that CDK5 is inactive despite binding to CDK5R1/p35. The western blot results of ITGB1/β1-integrin inactivation in cells expressing CDK5-T77D were confirmed by immunofluorescent staining (Fig.  7b) , demonstrating a 5-fold loss of HUTS-4 staining in CDK5-T77D compared to CDK5-wt or CDK5-T77A mutant. Collectively, these results demonstrate that CDK5-T77D and likely CDK5-T77 phosphorylation by PKCδ diminishes CDK5 kinase activity, but does not interfere with CDK5-CDK5R1 complex formation.
Discussion
In this study, we describe a novel, dynamic, and reversible mechanism that regulates inside-out activation of ITGB1/ β1-integrin (Fig. 8) . We demonstrate, in a model system of non-adherent tumor cells, that the loss of the cell surface receptor CDCP1 initiates a signaling cascade that leads to inactivation of β1-integrin. The translational relevance of this mechanism is supported by a significant reduction of CDCP1 expression in high-grade primary prostate cancer, CTCs, and tumor metastasis in patients with castrateresistant prostate cancer. Exposure of adherent prostate cancer cells to TGFβ1 rapidly inhibited mRNA and surface protein expression of CDCP1 with kinetics similar to Ecadherin. Upon losing CDCP1 expression, cells exhibit 3.4-fold higher proliferation rates in suspension, a 4.4-fold increase of anchorage-independent colony formation, and the ability for rapid in vivo growth as xenografts in mice. However, CDCP1 loss causes a 2.1-fold reduction in cell adhesion and migration. Consistent with the adhesion deficit, inside-out activity of β1-integrin is reduced in nonadherent DU145 and PC3 cells. The mechanism responsible for inactivation of β1-integrin entails de novo phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 by c-SRC on CDK5R1-Y234 and binding of PKCδ to this phosphosite via its C2 domain. PKCδ phosphorylates CDK5-T77, leading to dissociation of CDK5R1/p35 from CDK5 and inactivation of CDK5 kinase. Consequently, and as demonstrated previously [25] , phosphorylation of TALIN by CDK5 that is necessary for inside-out β1-integrin activity, is abrogated. The phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 is reversed upon cell adhesion, and the duration of β1-integrin inactivation can be enhanced through treatment of cells with phosphatase inhibitors. Altogether, this novel mechanism regulates the dynamics of cell adhesion and reduces adhesion of tumor cells at specific steps of the metastatic cascade, for example, during vascular intravasation. The loss of CDCP1 expression in patient prostate cancers is consistent with an increased efficiency of metastatic dissemination of CDCP1-negative tumor cells.
The loss of CDCP1 changes the spectrum of SRC substrate phosphorylation. In suspended cells, CDCP1 is one of the main proteins that is phosphorylated on tyrosine [49, 50] and c-SRC and PKCδ are its key binding partners [51] . Upon phosphorylation of CDCP1 on Tyr734, c-SRC binds via its SH2 domain and further phosphorylates CDCP1 on Tyr762 to create a binding site for the PKCδ-C2 domain [52] . Under these circumstances, CDCP1 negatively regulates c-SRC and PKCδ [53] by sequestering the kinases away from their substrates. For example, c-SRC binding to CDCP1 prevents SRC phosphorylation of GAP-junction proteins [54] and FAK [45] , and thereby reduces the oncogenic activity of SRC [15] . Upon loss of CDCP1, c-SRC and PKCδ are freed to bind to new substrates. We identified a novel SRC substrate, CDK5R1/p35, that is phosphorylated on Tyr234 in CDCP1 deficient, nonadherent cells. As is the case for CDCP1, phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 by c-SRC generates a binding site for the PKCδ-C2 domain. While we demonstrate de novo phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 in CDCP1-silenced cells, it is unclear whether there are additional protein complexes formed through coordination of c-SRC and PKCδ phosphorylation that are responsible for metastatic dissemination of CDCP1-negative cancer cells.
The reversible assembly of CDK5-CDK5R1 complexes in CDCP1-deficient cells is regulated through kinetics of protein phosphorylation and/or protein-protein interactions. CDK5 activity requires binding of its regulatory subunit, CDK5R1/p35. In CDCP1-negative cells, the first reaction promoting inactivation of CDK5 is the phosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 by c-SRC and the binding of PKCδ to CDK5R1/p35. PKCδ phosphorylates CDK5 in the kinase domain, which inhibits the kinase activity. It is not known if binding via the C2 domain is sufficient to fully activate the PKCδ kinase, or if additional changes are needed through lipid and Ca2+ binding to the PKCδ-C1 domain. Our data demonstrating that CDK5 activity is re-established after expression of kinase-inactive PKCδ or the PKCδ C2 domain can simply be explained by the competition with endogenous PKCδ. However, the final CDK5R1-CDK5 complex does not include PKCδ (Fig. 7c) , suggesting that PKCδ binding may disadvantage CDK5R1-CDK5 complex formation. It is possible that conformational changes in the PKCδ C2 domain may contribute to the dissociation of PKCδ from CDK5R1/p35. It is known that the ON/OFF state of PKCδ kinase activity and possibly also the engagement of the PKCδ kinase domain with its substrate regulates the structure of the C2 domain. We confirmed previously published data that mutational inactivation of the PKCδ kinase changes the conformation of the PKCδ-C2 domain [55] such that the antibody reactive with the PKCδ-C2 domain does not bind to mutationally inactivated PKCδ or PKCδ after inhibition by Go6983 (Fig. 6d ). This conformational change affecting the C2 domain did not interfere with the binding of PKCδ to CDK5R1/p35. However, our data is consistent with a model that engaging the PKCδ kinase loosens the binding between the C2 domain and CDK5R1-pY234, such that pY234 can become dephosphorylated. In support of this hypothesis, treatment with Vanadate delayed cell adhesion by preventing dephosphorylation of CDK5R1/p35 (Fig. 5f) . Ultimately, phosphorylation of CDK5 by PKCδ and CDK5 dissociation from CDK5R1/p35 could provide a novel mechanism, which promotes the nuclear translocation of CDK5 [56] .
Another question that arises from our results is how individual steps in the CDK5R1-β1-integrin pathway, initiated through the loss of CDCP1, promote tumor metastasis. Most published literature examines mechanisms of tumor metastasis that are triggered by overexpression of CDCP1 (reviewed in [57] ), activation of PKCδ [58] and CDK5 [59] , and increased β1-integrin expression [60] . However, a number of studies report that the loss of CDCP1 in primary and metastatic tumors, specifically in prostate [61] , breast [11, 61] , colorectal [61, 62] , endometroid [63] , and esophageal squamous [64] cancers, is associated with growth and metastasis. At first glance, loss of CDCP1 would be expected to decrease metastatic dissemination of cancer cells [65] through inactivation of β1-integrin. However, the intuitive concept that reducing cell adhesion antagonizes metastatic progression has been challenged by reports of enhanced metastatic ability by cancer cells expressing β1-integrin mutants with defective inside-out activation [66] . It is possible that in these cancers transitions in the metastatic cascade that require detachment from the ECM are major bottlenecks of metastatic progression, which can be overcome through weakening β1-integrinmediated adhesion.
Tumors expressing low CDCP1 levels might require a different treatment strategy when considering pharmacological targeting of c-SRC and PKCδ. We demonstrated that in CDCP1-negative cells, the inhibition of these kinases induces inside-out activation of β1-integrin, which might accelerate tumor metastasis. For example, Dasatinib, a potent inhibitor of c-SRC has not met the expected efficacy in metastatic prostate cancer [67] perhaps because patients were stratified for treatment based on presumed c-SRC kinase activity and not based on the specificity of c-SRC substrate phosphorylation. Inhibition of β1-integrin and several α-integrin subunits through humanized antibodies bears therapeutic promise as anti-cancer drugs [68, 69] . However, the efficacy of this treatment might be reduced in cancers with inactive β1-integrin in CTCs and patients could be stratified prior to treatment based on CDCP1 expression in CTCs.
Treatment with PKCδ inhibitors might also require careful patient selection, since mutations causing loss of function of PKCδ have been observed in multiple tumor types [70] . Consistent with the concept of a tumor suppressive function of PKCδ, phosphorylation by c-SRC leads to a loss of PKCδ's pro-apoptotic activity in the nucleus and promotes the survival of tumor cells [71] . In contrast to inhibition of PKCδ kinase activity in the CDCP1 complex [53, 71] , the activity of PKCδ is maintained in the CDK5R1/p35 complex. After binding to CDK5R1/p35, PKCδ becomes phosphorylated on tyrosine as detected by 4G10, an antibody that preferentially binds to phosphotyrosines after their phosphorylation by SRC kinases [72] . However, it is unclear whether phosphorylation occurs at PKCδ-Y311 [71] , or perhaps on a different tyrosine, which does not diminish the kinase activity of PKCδ. Finally, while inhibiting CDK5 might reduce metastatic progression in tumors with overexpression of CDCP1, the response to CDK5 inhibitors may be diminished in tumors that lack CDCP1 expression, and patients with such tumors would be unnecessarily exposed to drug toxicity. Thus, it will be important to screen patients' tumor cells for loss of CDCP1 in order to select the appropriate anti-metastatic drug treatments.
A limitation of our study is that we have not demonstrated that the loss of β1-integrin inside-out activity is the sole reason for metastatic progression of CDCP1-negative tumor cells. In addition to the adhesion defect caused by the loss of CDCP1, there is constitutive activation of FAK in CDCP1-negative cells [41] . The activation of FAK in nonadherent cells is a major mechanism of anoikis resistance (reviewed in [73] ). Further, in a CDCP1-knockout mouse breast cancer model, tumor formation in vivo was enhanced and exhibited increased FAK activity [15] . In agreement with these observations, in our cell suspension system, FAK is constitutively active despite inactivation of β1-integrin (data not shown). This is consistent with an uncoupling between FAK activation and β1-integrin. How FAK becomes activated in cells that express inactive β1-integrin is not known. It is also unclear whether constitutive activation of endogenous FAK in CDCP1-negative cells by itself accounts for the observed selection of cancer cells with reduced CDCP1 expression in patient tumors. Therefore, future research is needed to investigate the activation of additional pathways after CDCP1 loss and their individual roles in prostate cancer progression with the ultimate goal to deliver individualized anti-metastatic drug treatments to patients with advanced prostate cancer.
Materials and methods
Antibodies
The following antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technologies (3 Trask Lane Cell lines E-cadherin-positive and negative DU145 and PC3 cells were previously described by our group [36] . Briefly, parent DU145 cells were sorted using FACS based on E-cadherin expression. Cells with the lowest 10% and highest 10% Ecadherin expression were placed in three-dimensional Matrigel, and resulting colonies were picked individually and propagated in two dimensions. The DU145 sublines are stable populations of epithelial DU145 (E + DU145/T-DU145) and mesenchymal DU145 (E − DU145/S-DU145).
Cell lines were recently authenticated as DU145 or PC3 cells by short tandem repeat profiling and tested free of mycoplasma contamination (University of Arizona Genetics Core).
TGFβ1 stimulation and qPCR
Cell lines were treated with 10 ng/mL TGFβ1 for 4-6 days with daily replacement of TGFβ1. For the time course, E + and E − DU145 and PC-3 cells were treated with 10 ng/mL TGFβ1 for 4 days and then cells were washed twice with PBS and full media was given without TGFβ1 treatment for days 5-7. SYBR qPCR with validated primers for CDCP1 Fw: 5′-TGTCCATCAAGTCTGGAGAAAGA-3′; Rv: 5′-TGAAGCTGAACCTCCCCAAAA-3′.
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
EDU145/shControl and shCDCP1 were dissociated with EDTA and suspended in HEMA-coated 60 mM tissue culture plates for 3 h. 1 × 10 6 cells were fixed for 10 min with 3.4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Cells were spun at 1000 × g for 2 min and re-suspended in 1:1000 primary antibodies in 5% goat serum in PBS for 1 h. Cells were washed with PBS, then incubated with 1:2000 secondary antibodies in 5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min. Cells were washed, re-suspended in 1 mL PBS and put through a Falcon tube with Cell Strainer Cap (Falcon #08-771-23) to ensure single cell suspension before analysis on a 13-color Becton Dickinson FACSAria III in the Cedars-Sinai Flow Cytometry Core.
FACS analysis
Thresholds distinguishing positive vs. negative cells were established using secondary only negative controls and the percentages of E-cadherin and CDCP1-positive cells determined by double staining with respective antibodies. 
Immunocytochemistry/immunofluorescence
CTCs from patients with CRPC
CTCs were isolated and evaluated via qPCR following the protocol in [35] . 
Computational analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in R Program and data visualization methods as in [3] . We utilized a computationally assembled data set (n = 1321) consists of human prostate cancer transcriptome profiles from 38 distinct cohorts [33] . Differentially expressed genes were calculated by comparing samples with top and lower 10 percentile CDCP1 expression in the metastatic subset. Genes were ranked by t-statistic and GSEA was performed on this rank list. The horizontal lines in the boxplots represent the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles and whiskers outside the box show the 1.5 interquartile range. The significance of the differences of data illustrated in the boxplots was calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. CDCP1 expression in xenografts after IHC staining was scored on a scale of 0-200 by multiplying the percentage of cells that stained (scale 0-100) times the intensity of antibody staining (0, 1, 2), yielding values of expression between 0 and 200.
Mouse studies
Mouse studies were conducted under an IACUC approved protocol from Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. In vivo experiments were conducted in 10 male beige SCID mice randomly assigned to implantation with CDCP1-positive or negative cells according to [74] . Briefly, 1 × 10 6 cells of E − DU145/shControl or shCDCP1 were injected into the left and right flank of mice subcutaneously and allowed to grow for 9 weeks before harvest, tumor volume quantification as in [75] and IHC staining according to [76] . Investigators were not blinded to the data.
Preparation of CDCP1-negative cells
Lentiviral silencing of CDCP1 in E − DU145 and E − PC3
was accomplished with short hairpin sequences generously donated from the Moasser group as described in [11] . Briefly, short hairpin RNA (shRNA) sequences were cloned into pSico-RNeo lentiviral vectors containing a neomycin resistance cassette. For the shCDCP1 #1 construct, the oligonucleotide 5′-TGAATGTTGCTTTCTCGTGGCAGT TCAAGAGACTGCCA-CGAGAAAGCAACATTTTTTT TGGATCC-3′ and for the shCDCP1 #2 construct, the oligonucleotide 5′-TGATAGATGAGCGGTTTGCAATGCT GATTCAAGAGATCAGCATTGCAAACCGCTCATCTA TTTTTTTTGGCGCGCC-3′ was cloned into HpaI and XhoI sites of the pSicoRNeo vector. The shControl construct contains oligonucleotides 5′-TGTCTCGCTTGGG CGAGAGTAAGTTCAAGAGACTTACTCTCGCCCAA GCGAGATTTTTTTGGCGCGCC-3′ and was similarly cloned. The shRNA constructs were transfected into 293T cells and the resulting lentiviral particles were used to infect E − DU145 and E − PC3 cells. Cells were selected with G418 (400 μg/mL), and CDCP1 knockdown was confirmed by western blotting. 
Proliferation assay
Five thousand cells of E − Du145 or E − PC3 shControl and shCDCP1 were seeded into each well of a HEMA-coated 96-well plate format with RPMI media + 10% FBS and 1× Glutamine. The cells were allowed to grow for 24 h. 10 μL of MTT Labeling Reagent (Life Technologies) was added to each well and incubated 4 h. 100 μL of MTT Solubility Reagent was added to each well. The plate was read on a spectrophotometer at 570 nm.
Adhesion assay
Five thousand cells of E − DU145/shControl and shCDCP1
were seeded into each well of a HEMA-coated 96-well plate format with RPMI media + 10% FBS and 1× Glutamine. The cells were suspended and allowed to grow for 2 and 4 h. Unadhered cells were removed and 10 μL of MTT Labeling Reagent (Life Technologies) was added to each well for 4 h. 100 μL of MTT Solubility Reagent was added to each well. The plate was read on a spectrophotometer at 570 nm.
Soft agar colony assay
Twenty thousand E − DU145 or E − PC3 shControl and shCDCP1 were plated in 60 mM tissue culture plates with 4 mL of 1.8% bottom agar (BD Difco Agar) containing RPMI + 10% FBS + 1× Glutamine. The cells were suspended in 0.6% top agar with RPMI + 10% FBS + 1× Glutamine. Six plates were generated for each condition. The cells were allowed to grow for 21 days at which point they were imaged on a Leica microscope. Colony number and diameter were quantified with ImageJ.
Migration assay
Five hundred thousand E − DU145 or E − PC3 shControl and shCDCP1 were dissociated with EDTA and kept in suspension in HEMA-coated plates for 2 h. Cells were spun down and re-suspended in RPMI media + 1% BSA, then immediately applied to Millipore Millicell 0.8 μM hanging cell culture inserts (#PSET010R5) in 24-well tissue culture plates with RPMI + 10% FBS media in the wells. Cells were allowed to migrate through the filter for 2 h before fixation with 3.4% PFA and staining with Crystal Violet. Non-migratory cells at the top of the hanging insert were removed with a cotton swab. Stained cells that migrated through the filter were imaged on a Leica microscope and number of cells was quantified with ImageJ.
Co-immunoprecipitation
Co-immunoprecipitations were conducted according to the protocol in [77] . Briefly, the protein concentration of E − Du145 and E − PC3 lysates were determined by Lowry assay (Biorad Dc assay cat: 500, Biorad, UK). Aliquots of cell lysates containing 500 μg protein were transferred to new tubes and the volume adjusted to 400 μL with lysis buffer. 30 μL packed Pierce Protein A/G Plus Agarose Beads (Life Technologies #20423) were combined with 500 μg whole cell lysate on a rocker at 4°C for 1 h to clear the lysate. 500 μg cleared protein lysate and 5 μg/mL primary antibody were rocked overnight at 4°C. Control samples had 5 μg isotype-matched control IgG added. 30 μL of fresh packed beads were added to the protein lysate with primary antibody and rocked at 4°C for 1 h. Samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 10,000 × g. The beads were washed three times with 500 μL immunoprecipitation buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Tween) before applying 25 μL 2× SDS sample buffer (Bio-Rad 161-0737) with 10% β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich M6250) and boiled at 100°C for 5 min. The samples were centrifuged briefly at room temperature before loading with Prot/Elec tips (Bio-Rad 2239916) on a western blot.
CDK5 kinase activity assay CDK5 kinase activity was quantified according to [44] .
Briefly, E − DU145 cells were lysed with RIPA buffer and protein concentration determined by Lowry assay. Following CDK5 immunoprecipitation on 500 μg protein lysate, a kinase assay was initiated using 10 μM CDK5 substrate peptide and 2 μCi [γ- 32 P]ATP for 20 min. The supernatant was spotted on phosphocellulose disks, incubated with 10% acetic acid for 30 min, and finally washed with 0.5% H 3 PO 4 , followed by acetone. 32 P incorporation on CDK5 substrate peptide was measured using a scintillation counter.
Double transfection
siRNA was purchased from Dharmacon (100 Results Way Marlborough, MA 01752). 250 μM Dharmacon SMARTpool: ON-TARGETplus PRKCD siRNA (L-003524-00-0005) in NF water was electroporated into 5 × 10 6 S-DU145 shControl and shCDCP1 according to manufacturer's optimized protocol for this cell line (Life Technologies, #MPK5000). Briefly, E − DU145 cells were electroporated with two pulses of 1260 V. Cell lysate was collected and assessed for PKCδ and CDCP1 double knockdown at 48 and 72 h timepoints via western blot.
PKCδ constructs
PKCδ constructs were purchased from Addgene (75 Sidney Street, Suite 550A Cambridge, MA 02139). PKCδ-C2 domain (Addgene #16388) and wild-type PKCδ (Addgene #16386) were cloned into lentiviral vector pLenti-C-mGFP from OriGene (9620 Medical Center Dr., Suite 200, Rockville, MD 20850) (PS100071) via EcoRI digestion and ligation and transfected via electroporation using a Neon transfection system. 48 h later, positive cells were selected by FACS sorting GFP + population. PKCδ DN was a gift from Bernard Weinstein (Addgene plasmid # 16389). PKCδ DN contains a K376R mutation. PKCδ DN and wild-type PKCδ (Plasmid #16386) were cloned into OriGene pLenti-C-mGFP (PS100071) and transfected via electroporation into E − DU145 shCDCP1.
After 48 h, cells positive for PKCδ DN were selected via FACS sorting the GFP + population.
CDK5 and CDK5R1/p35 constructs CDK5 mutant design was conducted as described in [78] . CDK5 mutants were generated at GENEWIZ (3235 Grande Vista Drive Newbury Park, CA 91320). CDK5-Myc-DDK (RC200342) and pLenti-C-Myc-DDK-IRES-Puro vector (PS100069) were purchased from Origene and sent to GENEWIZ. GENEWIZ performed synthesis of CDK5-T77A mutant (ACT to GCT) and CDK5-T77D mutant (ACT to GAT) by adding 5′ (BamHI) and 3′ (NheI) sequences, and using site-specific mutagenesis at position 271 to change ACT to GCT (Mutant #1) and to change ACT to GAT (Mutant #2). GENEWIZ performed sequence verification and custom cloning into pLenti-C-Myc-DDK-IRES-Puro (Kanamycin) via 5′ BamHI and 3′ NheI. The CDK5 constructs were transfected via electroporation into E − DU145 shControl and shCDCP1. Positive cells were selected via treatment with 5 μg/mL Puromycin. Coimmunoprecipitations of the mutants with MYC-tag antibody were performed as described above.
CDK5R1/p35 constructs CDK5R1/p35 mutants were generated at GENEWIZ (3235 Grande Vista Drive Newbury Park, CA 91320). GENEWIZ obtained a CDK5R1/p35 clone and sequenced the clone for verification. GENEWIZ performed synthesis of Mutant #1 (Y231 to F) and Mutant #2 (Y234 to F) by using sitespecific mutagenesis to change 379 TAC to TTC (Mutant #1) and to change TAC to TTC (Mutant #2). GENEWIZ performed sequence verification and custom cloning into pLenti-C-Myc-DDK-IRES-Puro (Kanamycin) via 5′ BamHI and 3′ NheI. The CDK5R1/p35 constructs were transfected by themselves or together with PKC mutants via electroporation into E − DU145 shCDCP1. Positive cells were selected via treatment with 5 μg/mL puromycin. Coimmunoprecipitations of the mutants with MYC-tag antibody were performed as described above.
